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Course Description
MGF 1106, Mathematics for Liberal Arts I is a general education/math course which is not intended to
prepare you for Precalculus or Calculus. Instead, this course is meant to improve general mathematical
reasoning skills and cover topics that are broadly applicable in daily life. This course qualifies for both
GenEd and Gordon Rule credits.

Instructor Information

Name: Dr. Ross Ptacek
Office Hours: Online (Zoom Conferences) by appointment.
Email: rptacek@ufl.edu
Phone: 352-294-2350 (Math Department)

Name: Michel Daher
Office Hours: T-F time TBD
Email: mmdaher@ufl.edu
Phone: 352-294-2350 (Math Department)

 

Prerequisites: None
Credits: 3
Course Content Overview: Voting methods, fairness in voting methods, weighted voting,  probability, the
normal distribution, symmetry, and fractal geometry

This is an ONLINE COURSE – all content is delivered online. Students view lectures for each module



online, complete online homework and quizzes using the publishers’ software MyMathLab. The three unit
exams are also completed in MyMathLab but are administered using ProctorU. The course management
system used for this class is Canvas.

The course is divided into three units as follows:

1. Unit 1: The Mathematics of Social Choice.  We will study methods for carrying out elections
(standard and weighted settings).  Emphasis is given to mathematical definitions of fairness in these
areas and determining which methods are fair in which ways.

2. Unit 2: The Mathematics of Chance. This unit covers the mathematics of randomness.  This
includes, basic probability theory with an emphasis on expectation and risk management, and
statistics from the point of view of normal distributions.

3. Unit 3: The Mathematics of Shape and Form. In this unit we lay down the mathematical framework
for describing symmetry of 2d and some 3d objects. We also consider fractal geometry, a study of
the Mandelbrot set (perhaps the most famous fractal of all), and the connections between
randomness and fractals.

Course Materials

Textbook
Our textbook is Excursions in Modern Mathematics, 9th Edition by Peter Tannenbaum.

The textbook is primarily available as an e-book which must be purchased using UF All Access. 
Instructions for purchasing the textbook are in the introductory module on the home page of our Canvas
course.

In order to view the e-book and gain access to the online homework exercises, you must also sign up for
for MyMathLab.  Instructions for this process are also available in the introductory module.

Other Materials
All other materials will be presented on the module pages on Canvas.  The module pages include links to
the video lectures and notes.  Typically video lectures are narration and annotation of slides, and the notes
are the unannotated slides.  While the video lectures are intended to be comprehensive, students are
responsible both for watching the videos and reading the textbook.

Coursework
Assignments in this class fall into the following categories: Lecture Quiz, Homework, Quiz, Exams, and
Exam Review. Each of these will be described now.

Lecture Quizzes. Each lecture has a corresponding lecture quiz (typically) worth 1 point [30 points total]. 
The quiz contains 2-5 questions whose answers come directly from the lecture.  They should not require
significant work or computation to complete provided the lecture has been watched.  Lecture quizzes must



be attempted prior to beginning the corresponding homework assignment, and students have three
attempts to complete the quiz (the best result counts).  Each lecture quiz is due on the Friday of the week
in which that lecture is covered.  The calendar shows exactly what is covered week by week.

Homework. There are three introductory homework assignments.  These are the Chapter O Homework (5
points) which details how to use MyMathLab, the Syllabus Quiz (5 points) which covers material in this
document and in the Introduction module, and the Practice Honorlock Exam (5 points) which has you gain
familiarity with Honorlock proctoring (more on that in the Exams section.)

The remaining homework assignments correspond to the sections of the textbook and the video lectures. 
A lecture quiz (see above) must be completed before the homework can be attempted.  There will be
approximately 12 points of homework assigned per week split across the various sections that we cover. 
There are a total of 145 weekly homework points. These homework assignments stay open until the
beginning of the final exam window (8/7 at 8 AM), but homework must be completed with a score of 60%
in order to attempt that week’s quiz.  Students get unlimited attempts on homework, so this is not too
difficult to attain, but it may be a problem if you neglect the homework until close to the quiz’s deadline.

Quizzes. There are 3 quizzes, due on Friday every other week (weeks 1, 3, and 5.)  In the weeks where
there is no quiz, there is an exam.  The quiz covers the same material as the week’s homework.  Each quiz
is worth 15 points for a total of 90 points (15 x 6 weeks).  Students get two attempts at the quiz with the
better attempt counting for their grade.  The corresponding homework needs to be completed with at
least a 60% score to attempt the quiz.

Exams. Each of the three units culminates with a 100 point exam (300 total exam points).  Exams open
up on Friday at 8:00 AM on the weeks when there is no quiz (weeks 2, 4, and 6) and stay open through
Saturday at 10:00 PM EST.  Each exam is approximately 16 questions and must be completed within 60
minutes.  Exams are worked in MyMathLab but must be taken with the online proctoring service Honorlock. 
Although the exam is expected to take 60 minutes, 75 are allotted to account for Honorlock delays.  There
is no need to sign up in advance when using Honorlock, but please consult the Honorlock page of the intro
module for more complete information.

Exam Reviews. Each exam is preceded by a 5 point review assignment (15 total review points).  Exam
reviews have approximately 32 questions and no time limit.  The exam review can be taken as many times
as desired but cannot be reviewed until the beginning of the exam’s period of availability.  These periods
begin at 8AM, so please check the deadline carefully.  Upon completing the review you will be given your
score and which questions were missed but not the correct answers.  You are encouraged to discuss
questions that you are having trouble with on the Canvas discussions.

Participation.  In this class, participation means actually watching the video lectures (or at least reading
the slides thoroughly) and being active in the course discussions.  Everyone begins with a full 5
participation points, but this number can go up (higher than 5 is bonus) or down (but not negative) over the
term.  The short of it is that if you do things that help the class run more smoothly you get points and if you
do things which hinder it then you lose the points.  Points are given and taken away entirely at my



do things which hinder it then you lose the points.  Points are given and taken away entirely at my
discretion.  I really don’t want to take the points away, but I do need some way to discourage behavior that
greatly increases the amount of administrative (not educational) work that I do.

The long version is that participation points may be awarded for

asking insightful questions,

suggesting improvements to the course materials (constructive criticism is good, and I’d rather hear
about it sooner than later),

answering questions on the discussions, or

otherwise acting in any way that improves the course.

Participation points may be removed for

asking questions that are directly answered in the course materials (remember that participation
means interacting with the course materials),

asking for more points/alternate assignments (Asking why you missed something is good, and may
even gain participation points.  Just asking for points or a bonus assignment is frustrating.),

trying to game participation points (Don’t spam the discussions/me with questions to look involved. 
Complaining about point distribution is included here), or

otherwise acting in a way that hinders the class environment.

Note that doing nothing will let you keep your original 5 points.  You will not be punished for dutifully
completing the class on your own.

Calculator Policy: You’re free to use whatever calculator you’d like on the homework.  Some problems
may require a calculator, but most do not.  On the exams you must use one of the following two online
calculators.  On the unit 1 and 2 exams, you must use the calculator at
https://www.desmos.com/fourfunction.  On the unit 3 exam, you may use the calculator at
https://www.desmos.com/scientific.

Course Calendar
A tentative weekly schedule can be found here: MGF1106 Summer B 2020 Calendar.

Grades
Summarizing the above section, there are a total of 600 points available in the class arranged as follows:

Homework:        160 Points  (15 points intro + 145 from weekly hw)
Lecture Quizzes:  30 Points  (Approx. 1 per section)
Quizzes:          90 Points  (3 quizzes x 30 points)



Quizzes:          90 Points  (3 quizzes x 30 points)
Exams:           300 Points  (3 exams x 100 points)
Exam Reviews:     15 Points  (3 reviews x 5 points)
Participation:     5 Points  (Potentially more as bonus)
Total:           600 Points

Final grades are assigned based on the total points accumulated as shown in the table below.

Passing Grades Non-Passing Grades 

Letter Grade Point Range  Letter Grade Point Range
A 540-600  C- 372-395

A- 516-539  D+ 348-371

B+ 492-515  D 324-347

B 468-491  D- 300-323

B- 444-467  E 0-299

C+ 420-443  
C 396-419  

The grading scheme above will be strictly adhered to.  Partial points are not rounded up.  The percentage
grade shown in Canvas or MyMathLab is a useful estimate of your status in the class, but your final grade
is completely determined by your points earned as shown in the Canvas gradebook.  To estimate
your grade, take the percentage in Canvas or MyMathLab as a decimal and multiply by 600.  For example a
75% would estimate that you will complete the course with 0.75*600=450 points which is a B-.  Grade
points are assigned as in https://catalog.ufl.edu/UGRD/academic-regulations/grades-grading-policies/.

Makeup and Extension Policy
Any makeup request or extension must be made at least a business day prior to the deadline of the
assignment unless an emergency prevents communication.  Makeups and extensions are only approved
in the case of official UF business, religious observances, or personal emergency.  Makeups and
extensions may be denied if the reason for absence was known well ahead of time.  Assignments and
lectures are made available well in advance of their due date, so students are expected to work around
their extracurricular activities within reason, and the makeup request must be made as soon as possible.

Special Accommodations
Students with disabilities who experience learning barriers and would like to request academic
accommodations should connect with the disability Resource Center by visiting
https://disability.ufl.edu/students/get-started/. It is important for students to share their accommodation letter
with their instructor and discuss their access needs, as early as possible in the semester.



Evaluations
Students are expected to provide professional and respectful feedback on the quality of instruction in this
course by completing course evaluations online via GatorEvals. Guidance on how to give feedback in a
professional and respectful manner is available at https://gatorevals.aa.ufl.edu/students/. Students will be
notified when the evaluation period opens, and can complete evaluations through the email they receive
from GatorEvals, in their Canvas course menu under GatorEvals, or via https://ufl.bluera.com/ufl/.
Summaries of course evaluation results are available to students at https://gatorevals.aa.ufl.edu/public-
results/.

Academic Honesty
The University of Florida expects students to be honest in all of their university class work. Please
remember to commit yourself to academic honesty with the pledge:

“We, the members of the University of Florida Community, pledge to hold ourselves and our peers to the
highest standards of honesty and integrity.”

The Math Department expects you to follow the academic honesty guidelines. Matters of violations of
academic honesty are adjudicated by the Student Honor Code.
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